
Lindsey Morrow.  
 
Lindsey Morrow was very public about her dislike of me and my rescue. One day I came across 
a post on facebook about there being a bunch of kennels in a residence she had recently 
vacated. I went with a UB volunteer the same day to get the kennels. Upon arrival we found a 
dead dog skeleton. We decided to look around the property and found another deceased dog 
and lots of feces filled kennels. I went home and called Josh Colvin and told him what I had 
found. I also told him she had left the night before with over 10+ dogs who were said to 
be in awful condition. I had previously emailed the state about Lindsey operating without a 
license as well. The ARL would have not known about any of this had I not told them. Kiya 
Koda, the local animal shelter had been there and seen the dogs just 2 days prior and did 
nothing. These are photos that I took myself and the original post.  
 

 
 
This is neglect.  

Lindsey’s charges-An Indianola woman who was arrested after 
authorities rescued 19 malnourished and injured dogs from her care 
pleaded guilty Monday to 22 misdemeanor charges of animal neglect.  



Teresa Muhs & Thomas Mauk. 
 
According to the affidavit, at 7:40 p.m. Feb. 21, 2018, Clinton police officers were called to the 

residence in reference to a report of animal neglect. Officers made contact with Muhs, who met 

with officers on the back porch of the residence. 

The affidavit states eight dogs all over the age of four months were found inside the residence, 

which had no working utilities. Muhs said she owned three dogs inside the residence. She said 

Mauk also owned dogs inside the residence. Muhs said one of Mauk’s dogs was killed inside 

the residence and had already been removed. All the dogs removed from the residence were 

covered in feces. Several dogs were covered in blood. 

The dogs were removed from the home and transported to the Clinton Humane Society. Five 

dogs were reported as injured by Clinton Humane Society representatives. 

The affidavit states that on Feb. 25, 2018, a search warrant was executed at the residence. 

Officers found feces on the floor in every room throughout the residence. Officers observed 

what was believed to be dried blood on the walls, floors and appliances. Dog dishes were found 

empty, except for one containing a small amount of water. No dog food was found in any of the 

dog dishes or the empty food bags. Some loose dog food was found on the floor among the 

feces. 

Mauk on Feb. 26, 2018, allegedly admitted that in the past five years he had possessed 

approximately 40 dogs. Mauk claimed he provided vaccinations to the dogs’ offspring himself 

but had failed to begin a course of disease prevention and immunization against common 

disease under the direction of a licensed veterinarian as required by the city of Clinton. Officers 

recovered a green binder containing dog sale contracts. 

Mauk also allegedly admitted the dogs would fight with each other and suffer injuries. Mauk said 

because of his mixed martial arts experience he learned to treat the injuries. 



“Mauk admitted he has neglected the basic needs of all nine dogs and because of his failure to 

properly care for his dogs they have been forced to endure severe pain,” the affidavit alleged. 

 

This is neglect. 

Thomas J. Mauk, 35, 422 Fourth Ave. North, was found guilty of eight 

counts of animal neglect, no death or serious injury, a simple 

misdemeanor. 

In the same case, Teresa A. Muhs, 34, 422 Fourth Ave. North, was found 

guilty of eight counts of animal neglect, no death or serious injury, a 

simple misdemeanor.  

 



UB took in 3 of the 8 dogs rescued from Tommy & Teresa. 

 

 



Karen and Ron Krutzenkampf. 

I took a call about some neglect dogs in Terril Iowa. This is what we found.  

 

Dogs covered in sores with skin falling off, paralized and suffering from ruptured tumors. 2 of the 
6 dogs had to be euthanized immediately. The other 4 were vetted and adopted out through UB. 

This is neglect. 

With local law enforcement fully aware of what had gone on, Karen & 
Ron received no charges.  

 



Angela Earles and Adam Brown 
 
A dog named Hercules was beaten with a shovel, punched, kicked, shot at 7 times and finally 
thrown into a 30 foot ravine by a group of drunk teenagers. They all admitted to what they had 
done and sent someone to where Hercules was and he was then taken into the Stephen 
Memorial Animal Shelter and 10 days later taken in by UB.  
 

 
 
This is neglect. 
 
With local law enforcement fully aware of what had gone on, none of 
the abusers received any charges.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



James Goodburn 
 

In late March, David James Goodburn, 21, adopted the dogs from the Animal Rescue League of 
Iowa, according to a criminal complaint. Goodburn then left the dogs in an apartment without 
food and water, where they eventually died, the complaint said.  

ARL of Iowa Executive Director Tom Colvin confirmed Goodburn adopted the dogs from the 
shelter and that they starved to death. On May 18, a strong odor was smelled coming from 
Goodburn's apartment, the complaint said. The power to the apartment was also cut, the 
complaint said.  

Norie & Brie 

 

This is neglect. 

Goodburn received two count of animal neglect. 



 

 

 

 

 
 
This is not. 
 
Prince came to me with a broken hip on 9-20-19. The day he arrived he was taken to Starch 
Veterinary Hospital by myself and Heather Hose. It was confirmed that he had a broken hip and 
would need an FHO. It was also confirmed that this injury was not as recent as his previous 
owner had made it sound. The reason Prince was moving around so well and seemed to not 
show signs he was in pain was because the injury was older which you could clearly tell by the 
muscle atrophy in the back injured leg and had begun to heal. The veterinarian at Starch put 
Prince on Carprofen for pain which he took regularly until he was picked up by a girl who has a 
vendetta against me. Kelsey Reimers who everyone knows used to be in UB but was removed 
after stealing 300.00 after a fundraiser is who picked up Prince, not his previous owner like I 
was being told by my foster Jeannie. In the police report that I am now finally seeing, Prince's 
previous owner states that Prince was injured in early September or late August. So if Prince 
went for a month without medical care it can be established that the injury had already begun 
healing. So my question then becomes why is he not being charged?  
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Atrophy (of body tissue or an organ) waste away, especially as a result of the degeneration of 
cells, or become vestigial during evolution. 
"without exercise, the muscles will atrophy" 
synonyms: 
waste away · waste · become emaciated · wither · shrivel · shrivel up · shrink · [more] gradually 
decline in effectiveness or vigor due to underuse or neglect. 
 

  
1. A fundraiser was executed in hopes of raising the money needed to have the FHO 

Prince needed. It generated 300.00, enough to cover the cost of the FHO if it were to be 
done at ISU. Xezna Beard, who had Prince as a foster at that time called and scheduled 
the FHO for December 10th 2019. The police claim this call was never made and there 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+waste&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+wither&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+shrivel&FORM=DCTRQY
https://www.bing.com/search?q=define+shrink&FORM=DCTRQY


was no appointment. My question is how hard did they look? Did they look under my 
name? Xena’s name? Did they check with the shelter program who was going to do the 
surgery? Or did they just ask the front desk if Unbreakabull Bullies had any dogs 
scheduled for surgery around that time? On 11-30 he was placed in a foster home with 
Jeannie Connor in Nevada so he would be close to ISU on the date of his surgery. 
Prince was moved back from Cedar Rapids by Colleen Jossie who has provided a 
statement. Prince jumped from her vehicle to the next transport vehicle at my house that 
night without any assistance and showed no signs of discomfort other than holding the 
leg up. Jeannie kept him in her basement and he was able to do the stairs with no 
issues. When left in the kennel Prince would whine. It was determined by Jenna Hutzel 
that Prince’s whining when he was in the kennel was due to anxiety and not pain. In 
Prince’s previous foster home with Xezna Beard Prince would play and even run with the 
other dogs. Prince was not left to suffer, his injury was not ignored, he had seen a vet 
and was receiving treatment and his surgery had been scheduled. The date of Prince’s 
surgery was not shared with Jeannie since Xezna was handling his case and hadn’t 
reached out to her yet. She planned on contacting Jeannie before the tenth when his 
surgery was scheduled. On December 4th Jenna Hutzel asked me if she could send 
Prince back with his previous owner. I said that was fine if he thought he could get the 
surgery done sooner. Jeannie and Jenna were lying. They gave Prince to Kelsey who 
was removed from the rescue after stealing 300.00 after a fundraiser. She took it upon 
herself to get my foster to lie to me and say he was going back to his owner for the 
surgery when Kelsey was actually picking him up and taking him to the ARL. It was 
never said by me that I wanted Prince at the ARL, that is absurd. Kelsey picked Prince 
up on 12-6-19, just 4 days before he was scheduled to have surgery. With Kelsey 
Reimers and her friends like Miranda Kraft calling every person who has donated and 
stalking my fundraisers and messaging people and telling them not to donate which can 
be proven, we were not able to come up with the 2,000.00 to have it done any sooner. 
They want to file complaints that I neglect animals but then make it impossible and ruin 
every fundraiser I put up. They put me in a situation where I couldn’t help Prince any 
sooner than December tenth. I had to wait for ISU to have an opening since that was all 
we could afford. He was kept on pain meds which I have a drawer full of to this day. The 
bottle that was sent with him was the right meds, but I grabbed the wrong dog. The 
foster told me and I said yes, those were the same meds and to give it to him. How can 
people make it impossible for you to do something and then complain that it doesn’t get 
done? I had called Critter Crusaders and was told they did not have the funding. I 
couldn’t take him to the ARL, they would have put him down. The only reason they did 
the surgery was because they knew they could use it against me. The ARL had been 
telling people they were seizing all of my dogs. A woman named Julie Diskey Lalis that 
works at the Sparta Animal Control in Illinois told me that she had talked to them and 
that is what they said. At that time I asked my fosters if they would like to adopt their 
foster dog at no charge, no fee. I lost thousands of dollars that day that I could and 
should have made in adoption fees but I knew that if they were to wind up at the ARL 
that they could end up dead, just like Hades and Diva.  

 



Kelsey has been a problem ever since being removed from the rescue for stealing 300.00 after 
a fundraiser. Her boyfriend at the time and her best friend have both told me she did it. Also, at 
one point she was going to mail a money order but then stopped talking to me and denied 
having any money of the rescues at all. She was the one who called and pretended to be my 
landlord and caused the whole issue on November 22nd.  

 
 
 



 



 
 



 
 



 
These are just a few of the emails Kelsey sent to my landlord. Some date back to September 
and some are November and there are before and after. She also called and got my medical 
insurance canceled, has called the ARL on me over a dozen times and I know she and her 
friends are who called the Dept of Ag. Kelsey wants revenge. She knew for the year she was 
with UB that there were more than 3 dogs in my home. At that time and currently she has more 
than 3 dogs in her home. She had no complaints when she was with UB but ever since she was 
removed it has been nothing but drama.  
 
One last thing. I checked the dates on Prince’s surgery. Kelsey picked him up on the 6th of 
December and took him to the ARL according to the following document. The document after 
that one states he did not receive surgery until January 28th. The ARL made him wait another 
50+ days when it was scheduled to be done on the 10th. How can anyone say I neglected 
Prince when he wasn’t with UB on the 10th to be able to get the surgery? Why did I move him to 



Nevada if he wasn’t scheduled for surgery? Why does my foster Xezna insist she made the 
appointment? And where are the neglect charges for the ARL of Iowa for making him wait 
another 50+ days for the surgery?  
 

 
Kelsey who had no involvement in this at all picked Prince up on the 6th of December. 



 
January 28th is when Prince had his surgery, 50+ days later.  



 



 
 
Prince's owner told me Prince had been recently injured. He didn’t mention it had been a month 
although he did not need to, it was apparent by the muscle atrophy in his injured leg and how 
well he got around.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Screenshot of my foster stating Prince gets around fine. If this dog was in excruciating pain he 

would not have been able to go up and down her stairs.  

 
It can be concluded that Prince was not anymore neglected in my care then he was at the ARL, 
and that the injury was old and healing before he came to me. If he would have still been with 
UB on the tenth he would have gone for surgery. If there was an issue with scheduling it would 



have been fixed that day and rescheduled for another date. He was provided with pain meds for 
the duration of the wait.  
 

 

Old Man 

 
Old man was taken into UB on 9-13-19 with 3 littermates and his mother Autumn. At the time 
they were 3 weeks old. They all stayed with me until 9-18-19 when they were 4 weeks old. We 
normally do not vaccinate puppies until 6-8 weeks but I knew Jamie Cotten, their foster, had a 
lot of other dogs and fostered for other rescues as well as UB so I vaccinated them for parvo 
and distemper only on 9-18-19. They were wormed again at that time as well. All of Old Man's 
siblings were vetted and adopted, he was the last one from his litter at Jamie's house when I 
asked her to take in another litter on 11-20-19 that arrived to UB less then 12 hours prior. This 
litter had come from a Vet Clinic in Oklahoma City, not the city pound like Autumn and her 
puppies had. There were 5 puppies in the litter. All were 8 week old females and arrived spayed 
and vaccinated and with a health certificate as did Old Man’s litter. I noticed one of the puppies 
was quite a bit smaller right away. I initially asked Jamie to take that puppy. She didn’t respond 
so I sent her with a different foster. That foster came and picked up the small puppy on 
11-20-19 a few hours before Jamie arrived to get the other 3, as one was supposed to be going 
with a foster who wanted to adopt on 11-22-19. The same night Jamie called me and said they 
were coughing and had fleas but were happy just playing. Her previous litter arrived with fleas 
and she bathed them in dawn dish soap so I assumed she would do the same for these puppies 
and the coughing was likely kennel cough or from the endotracheal tube from the spay. Kennel 
cough is a virus so other than supportive care there is little that can be done for it unless it turns 
into pneumonia which requires antibiotics. All of Jamoes dogs were vaccinated against Kennel 
Cough. The foster that had the smallest puppy contacted me on 11-21-19 and told me that the 
puppy had parvo. It is not uncommon for the runt to get full blown parvo and the bigger healthier 
puppies never show any symptoms, especially vaccinated puppies. All of Jamie's dogs were 
vaccinated and Old Man had been too so I saw no need to panic. The following day, 11-22-19 
the police showed up and arrested me for having too many dogs in my home. We had brought 
back a group of dogs that were all scheduled to die that night with the puppies and they were all 
here waiting to be picked up by fosters. I also had 2 other dogs here waiting to be adopted the 
following day. At 6:10pm while I was in jail Jamie messaged me telling me that Old Man had 
parvo symptoms. She messaged me again at 10:06 pm. She messaged my daughter who told 
me that night around midnight when I was released and I messaged Jamie right away, within 
minutes of being informed. I was shocked. I was assured these puppies were healthy since the 
last 3 litters we took from the Oklahoma City pound had either parvo or pneumonia and these 
puppies were never in the pound and because these puppies appeared to be healthy. The vet 
had just spayed all 5 of them and they never would have spayed them if they were showing 
signs of parvo or any other virus. They also had health certificates clearing them to leave the 
state. No vet would write health certificates for parvo infected puppies. It turns out the puppies 
were getting parvo at the ladies house who was overnighting these puppies the night before 
transport. Jamie messaged me back on 11-23-19 and I told her to take Old Man to the fosters 
house where the puppies were that got him sick. The foster who was caring for them had all of 



the supplies on hand from the puppies who got him sick. They had lactated ringers (fluids), 
injectable antibiotics, cerenia, canned ID and nutrical and heating pads. The foster that I told 
Jamie to take Old Man to had successfully saved almost all of the parvo puppies she had that 
we took in from Oklahoma City in October and had vet tech experience.. Like I said these 
puppies came from a vet clinic and not the pound and had health certificates and no symptoms 
of parvo when they arrived here. The puppy that stayed here that had a foster to adopt home 
waiting never tested positive and never had any symptoms. The 2 puppies that came from 
Jamies that infected Old Man with the parvo virus both survived and were adopted out, as was 
the small puppy that I was concerned about that was also dropped off at this fosters house after 
testing positive for parvo. It is important to know that the small puppy I was concerned about I 
was not concerned had parvo as she has none of the symptoms while she was here. My 
concern for her was that she was only 3lbs and had just been spayed and her siblings were all 
10lbs and up. Failure to thrive and being weak from the surgery were my concerns for her.  The 
incubation period for parvo is 3-7 days. They were infected on 11-19-19 so they were not 
exhibiting symptoms while in my care. Let me also add here I have been working with animals 
since I was old enough to have a job. I have worked in 5 different vet clinics here in Des Moines 
and in Fort Dodge with all types of animals from exotics to livestock. I also was the director of 
the Humane Society of North Central Iowa and have a close friend who is a veterinarian who 
has taught me a lot. When I talk about animal care and health it is with 31 years of experience. 
Do I think I am a vet? No. Do I regularly use a vet? Yes.  



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 



 

Iowa Code 717B.3 – Animal neglect 

Current as of: 2020 | Check for updates | Other versions 

 1. A person who impounds or confines, in any place, an animal is guilty of animal 

neglect if the person does any of the following:  

 a. Fails to supply the animal during confinement with a sufficient quantity of food or 

water. 

 b. Fails to provide a confined dog or cat with adequate shelter. 

 c. Tortures, deprives of necessary sustenance, mutilates, beats, or kills an animal by 

any means which causes unjustified pain, distress, or suffering. 

 

 

Prince, Diva and Old man were not denied medical care, shelter, food or water. They were not 

tortured, deprived, mutilated, beaten or killed. Any unjustified pain distress or suffering any of 

these dogs endured was not caused by me. I did not break Prince’s hip or give Diva lung cancer 

or heartworms. Old Man did not get Parvo from my home or from me not vaccinating. He caught 

it from a litter I didn’t know had it that arrived vaccinated and with health certificates. I along with 

everyone else thought they were healthy. A vet had just looked at them the day they left for 

Iowa. If a vet didn’t catch it how would anyone else? Diva was failed by her previous owners 

who did not have her on heartworm prevention. Prince’s hip may have been an accident but his 

owner was not honest about when it happened and then left him to sit for 2 months with no pain 

meds and no surgery scheduled.  

 

 

 

https://www.lawserver.com/law/state/iowa/ia-code/check-for-updates-to-the-iowa-code
https://www.lawserver.com/tools/prior-law?code=6179&slug=iowa_code_717b-3&title=Iowa+Code+717B.3+-+Animal+neglect


 

Right now we are assisting with a large scale rescue that involves 80 dogs. They were all in a 

licensed 501c3 rescue. Here are some before and afters of a few of them.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

A neglect charge will prevent dogs just like these from getting a second chance. Local shelters 

said they would euthanize upon entry, these dogs have no one else.  

 

The woman in charge of the rescue that had all 80 

dogs is receiving no charges.  



Diva- 

Diva was found as a stray in Southern Illinois in December of 2018 and came to UB on January 

29th of 2019. She was chosen out of a group of dogs by Crystal Brown, a foster. Crystal arrived 

to get Diva the night she arrived at UB in Iowa. She was spayed, vaccinated and we were told 

she was HW negative. A different dog that we took in from the same shelter on the same date 

tested positive, so I know all 3 of the dogs we took in that day had been tested. Diva went to her 

foster home and did fine. On August 9th Diva started coughing up pink flem that looked like it 

could have a little bit of blood in it. Crystal had just taken in another foster who we suspected 

had given Diva kennel cough but I had her bring her back to me immediately so I could keep an 

eye on her. She seemed fine upon return and wasn’t coughing at all until August 15th and at 

that time we took her to Iowa Veterinary Specialties which is an ER clinic here in Des Moines.  

Stephanie Larson DVM did an x-ray of Diva’s lungs and I was informed that Diva had lung 

cancer. There were nodules all over Diva’s lungs and Dr Larson said it was inoperable. I sent 

the x-rays onto Dr Carnavale DVM at ISU. She suggested another heartworm test. I took Diva to 

Starch Pet Hospital on 8-19-19 and LeAnne Wichman DVM looked at the x-rays and also 

thought a heartworm test should be done. We did one at that time and it came back positive. It 

was concluded at that time that Diva had both lung cancer and heartworms. Diva had gained 

back 5lbs in the previous month and was looking and feeling much better then she had been in 

August. This was largely due to the prednisone that she was taking for her heartworms. Dr 

Carnavale and I talked about quality of life and discussed whether or not Diva should be on 

prednisone on a long term basis because without it she coughed bad and had no energy and 

would not eat. We had no idea how much longer Diva was going to be with us so we made her 

a bucket list and started checking things off. We took her for lots of car rides.  

  



We went out for plain cheeseburgers.  

 
We went shopping at petco.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 



And Diva was allowed to sleep in bed with me and the other dogs.  

 
As you can see in the previous photo and one taken the following month Diva had put on 
weight.  

 
She had become a part of my pack and had bonded with me and my dogs.  

 



If a surgery even might have saved this dogs life I would have done it no questions asked. I was 
told by 2 of the vets that saw Diva that her condition was inoperable due to the nodules all over 
both lungs. I am attempting to get a statement from the vet at IVS. We were treating Diva’s 
heartworms with the slow kill method. I was advised by a vet in Texas that the injections would 
be too hard on her and that she may die from them. Who knows more about heartworms in 
dogs then the veterinarians in Texas? We decided keeping the numbers of the heartworms 
down and killing them off slowly with the oral ivermectin, and the heartguard which kept the 
heartworms from being able to multiply and kept her from being able to transmit it to other dogs 
as well as the prednisone to keep her comfortable was the best way to go. The injections would 
have meant she would have had to be kenneled for 30 days after and that meant 30 days of 
unhappiness for Diva and that could have all she had left to live. So it comes down to quality of 
life as far as the heartworm treatment went and we decided that the injections were too risky 
and the recovery time was too lengthy for a dog with limited time left. Diva was a part of my daily 
life for several months. She and I bonded and I would have done anything to save her. Now, 
having said that I know of plenty of people who have opted out of life saving surgeries for their 
dogs and let them pass on at home from natural causes. As far as I have ever known this was 
not a crime. Would the ARL have performed this surgery on Diva? Obviously not since they 
chose to leave her in a cage from November to February and then euthanize her. It is my belief 
that the only reason Diva was euthanized is so they could say my neglect had resulted in the 
death of a dog which is hardly the case. I loved that dog like one of my own and as I said I 
would have done anything to save her. The head of animal control was sent a text on the 
morning of November 23rd telling him that Diva was sick and what meds she needed. Ben Ihde 
called me 5 days later and told me she was not doing well and asked me if he could come and 
get her meds. I said yes and the same day someone from the ARL came and picked them up. 
Her prednisone was not in a bottle with her name on it since I had it on hand from a bulk order I 
had put in for it when we treated the 30+heartworm positive dogs we brought back from Texas 
after the hurricane. I used that instead of going to the vet to get it filled. Dr Carnavale and I had 
discussed her being on prednisone previously.  
 
As you can see by reading the details of these cases I did not neglect any dogs. I believe this 
was done in retaliation to a post I put up about Ben Ihde, the officer who entered my home with 
no warrant and seized Diva and all of the others I had here waiting to be picked up by fosters or 
adopters in the next 2 days. He started the investigation that lead to these bogus charges and 
his name is on every one of them. Ben with the help of Kelsey Reimers, a volunteer that I 
removed from the rescue in February of 2018 for stealing 300.00 (I have a witness who was 
there and will testify to her stealing the money) and a group of people that she has recruited 
want me shut down. Officer Ihde was yelling at me that “I knew nothing about these dogs” and 
made it clear in so many words that he did not like Pit Bulls. I would ask how a person survives 
working at the ARL with a grudge against this type of dog but it seems to be widely shared by 
several ARL employees. I will attach the post I put up about Ihde the night I was released from 
jail.  
 
As far as the citations earlier in 2020 and the end of 2019, I have proof in the form of a 
document from the Department of Agriculture that Josh Colvin who at the time was head of 



Animal Control which was run by the ARL, had been in my home and saw that I had over the 
limit of 3 dogs and said as long as they did not live here and it was temporary he had no 
problem with it. The Dept of Ag was with him that day and recorded how many dogs were in my 
home. I have that document and will add it here as well. It is my personal opinion and the 
opinion of Unbreakabull Bullies supporters that this is harassment on the parts of Ben Ihde and 
Kelsey Reimers and a few other women. I will be filing a lawsuit just as soon as this is over for 
harassment, defamation, slander, libel and revenge porn as the women who I am not naming at 
this time shared a private naked photo of me on Facebook. They also have messaged 
supporters and people who would have been supporters and told them not to donate, support, 
adopt or foster for UB. They also have a photo of me from 2013 smoking wax, a marijuana 
derivative and are telling people it is methamphetamine and it is a current photo. That can be 
proven to be a lie since the Pit Bull tattoo I got after I started this rescue in 2014 is not on my 
arm. They have also done things like sneak onto my property and take photos, send pizzas to 
my house and filed complaint after complaint to the Department of Agriculture. Somehow Kelsey 
Reimers knew I was going to be arrested on November 22nd and February 20th as she was 
outside my home recording it with her phone. This gives weight to my theory that Kelsey and 
Ben are in fact on a mission to get revenge since Ben would have had to have told Kelsey that 
he was going to be arresting me on both occasions. I have screenshots of both of the 
recordings Kelsey took since she shared them on facebook with obvious excitement and joy that 
she had caused all of this. Kelsey and Ben have caused the deaths of close to 100 dogs by 
causing all of this. We pull dogs from high kill shelters and many of them have been destroyed 
as a direct result of them no longer working with us due to the lies and bogus charges. Kelsey is 
patting herself on the back no doubt. She has relentlessly called and emailed my landlord in 
hopes of me ending up homeless. I will attach those emails as well. She pretended to be my 
landlord on November 22nd when she made the call that wound up with my dogs being illegally 
seized and me put in jail. I confirmed with my landlord on the 25th of November McAfee realty 
and Roberta McAfee did not make that call. I have that email and will attach as well.  
 
One of the dogs seized by Ben Ihde on November 22nd was my daughter's dog, Hades. He was 
one of Tommy Mauk and Theresa Muhs dogs whose story I shared earlier in these documents. 
He did not live in my home full time. He came and went with my daughter back and forth to Fort 
Dodge where he was licensed. Since my personal dog Beast is my service dog for my epilepsy 
that makes him not count towards the total of 3 dogs that you are allowed in the city of Des 
Moines. I have a letter from my doctor that states Beast is my service dog and allowed to be in 
my home from 2013. That would have made Hades here legally. He was licensed, vaccinations 
were current and I had proof on hand, and he was covered under my insurance. They seized 
him anyway without even looking at the document from my doctor. They then adopted him out 
and he was returned after Ben Ihde illegally gained ownership of all of the dogs taken from my 
home on November 22nd. He did this by emailing me at 9:30pm and telling me I had to have a 
list of people picking up the dogs to him by 9:30am the following day. Those are not business 
hours so I did not see the email in time.He was sent the list the same day before closing at the 
ARL and long before the 24 hours were up that you are supposed to give someone to respond. 
The post the ARL put up about my arrest has done irreversible damage to the rescue. The 
seizure of my dogs on November 22nd was reported to the local news stations as not a 



hoarding situation and it was noted there was no neglect. After my arrest on the 20th of 
February there were claims of hoarding and neglect that stemmed from my dogs being seized 
on the 22nd of November by the local news stations. They contradicted themselves and 
negatively affected the daily operation of this rescue. I will attach both news stories. 
 

  
 
 
Message between Joe Stafford and I about Diva that took place on November 23rd.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
DSM PD says it isn’t a hoarding case on November 23rd.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Again it is said it is not a hoarding case on November 23rd.  
 



 
The Sandyville case is the Lindsey Morrow case which I have attached photos and a story on in 
the beginning of this document.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
This states it was a hoarding case when on November 23rd the DSM PD said it was not a 
hoarding case.  
 



 
The DSM PD did not call the ARL for help. The ARL called the DSM PD for help. Officer Ben 
Ihde was the police officer on duty for the ARL that day and the ARL was here before any police 
were earlier that day and were with Ben when I was arrested. The DSM PD were then called by 
him for reasons unknown by me.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
This is a section of a different news story. The section where it claims I was selling a dog to a 
breeder under a contract is not accurate. This is where the harassment claim comes in. I had a 
french bulldog puppy that I had bought from a friend in October for 1,000.00. She was illegally 
seized along with the other dogs on November 22nd. The ARL knew I had gotten a 4th dog and 
told me I did not have to send the 4th dog waiver in until she was 6 months old. I had it 
completed on my desk. In the city of Des Moines to have a 4th dog it has to be under 20lbs, 
spayed, vaccinated and you have to apply for the waiver. Cj my puppy was not old enough to be 
spayed or have her rabies vaccination. I was given the excuse that they do not allow french 
bulldogs as 4th dogs because they can get to be more than 20lbs. I have since gotten a 5 year 
old french bulldog and had no issues obtaining a 4th dog waiver. She is only 18lbs, spayed and 
vaccinated. The woman I got my puppy from agreed to go to the ARL and claim Cj but had to 
forge a fake contract and forge my signature on it in order to do it. She then agreed to hold Cj 
until I could get moved and then return her to me. Instead she sold my puppy for 3,000.00 and 
kept my money and the additional money she was paid for Cj bringing her to 4,000.00 for my 
puppy. If someone can subpoena the contract I can easily prove that I did not sign that 



document. I have the original contract that I signed. The one she made up after Cj was seized is 
not the same contract. The ARL would not have allowed her to pick up Cj if she had provided 
the original contract that was signed by me. I called the woman who sold me the puppy after I 
learned that my friend had sold her demanding her back or the return of my money, neither of 
which she complied with. Instead she filed harassment charges on me for a post I put up 
naming the woman and telling about the medical bills associated with the puppy after I got her. 
She had kennel cough and coccidia and needed to be treated for both. I also talked about her 
selling my puppy behind my back. My question then becomes if I received harassment charges 
after posting true statements that can be proven to be true 
 
All of the previously mentioned has caused me a great deal of stress. My dogs never should 
have been seized without a warrant. Had they not been seized none of what followed like the 
neglect charges and me losing my puppy would have happened. The post the ARL put up about 
me never would have been posted and my rescue would still be thriving. What they have done 
cannot be undone. The damage they have done to my reputation is not able to be mended. 
They have destroyed a rescue that has saved the lives of over 1,000 dogs and 100 cats. Not 
only has this caused me a great deal of stress it has affected every aspect of my life and caused 
my depression to become debilitating.  
 
I have all of the documents, screenshots, news articles and posts to prove everything I am 
saying. Anything I have forgotten to add or attach I will gladly send to you at any time.  
 
Update: I signed the plea bargain as that was the only way the ARL would ensure the safety of 
my personal pets. I have an email between my first attorney and I to confirm this. The plea 
bargain consists of a 65.00 fine. No jail time or community service, and the 65.00 fine is the 
lowest it could have possibly been. My second attorney refused to allow anyone else in the 
room with us or speak to the Animal Justice League of America’s founder Shane Rudeman who 
wanted to talk to him and had set aside time to do so that day. My boyfriend who was not 
allowed to come into the room when I was forced to sign the plea bargain could hear my 
attorney yelling at me and asked to come in and once again I was told no. Had he allowed my 
boyfriend in the room or had he talked to Shane the plea bargain would not have been signed. I 
am adding a screenshot between my boyfriend and myself from the time I was in the room with 
my attorney.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The lower half of this screenshot shows that my boyfriend was not allowed in the room and that 
the attorney was being forceful and his behavior was inappropriate.  

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following are vet bills from the “neglected” dogs. 
 
 



 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



Proof we had all meds needed on hand.  

 



 
 



 
 



 
State report from a surprise inspection conducted by Alissa and Josh Colvin. There were 5 dogs 
here that day and Josh said it was fine as long as they did not live here. I had no issues with 
Animal Control the entire time Josh was the head of the department. Everyone knew there were 
more than 3 dogs in my home and there were never any concerns about the conditions or about 
the care of the dogs. I have never had a neighbor complain or a dog at large. All of the dogs that 
came and went from my home were carefully contained and kept healthy or restored to health if 
they arrived unhealthy.  
 
 
 
 
 



In short the only thing I am guilty of is having too many dogs in my home. Officer Ben Ihde knew 
without a doubt that I was going to sue and make it be known that my dogs were seized illegally. 
He then had to find a way to make me look like the bad guy and who better to file bogus 
charges then a police officer? One of the charges he filed was past the statute of limitations but 
that didn’t stop him. He was out to ruin my name and to save himself from a lawsuit. If any of the 
charges stuck he knew that my lawsuit would not carry as much weight in the eyes of the law. It 
is not about the animals to the people who created this disaster. It is about revenge and getting 
out of a lawsuit. I am debating on still filing a lawsuit against the DSM PD. As you can see in the 
news stories they admit to not having a warrant and they said it live on the news as well. The 
interview that channel 8 did in my home on February 23rd was cut down to nothing so no one 
knows any of this. Also, the ARL of Iowa attorneys told Shane Rudeman of AJLA that they 
thought the charges needed to be thrown out.  
 
If there is any area of any of this that is not clear or you have questions on please email or call 
or message me. Thank you to anyone who took the time to read all of this.  
 
Tina A Petraline 
Unbreakabull Bullies Founder 
safety4paws@hotmail.com 
515-375-7442 
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